SOME REMARKS ON THE GEOMETRY AND CLASSIFICATION OF GERMS OF MAPS FROM SURFACES TO 3-SPACE
O,/(~.?f/dz,, . . , dj/&,>. Not only is its finiteness a necessary and sufficient criterion for finite 9-determinacy, but it appears also in two geometric guises, first as the number of Morse points in a generic deformation off and second, as the rank of the middle-dimensional homology of the Milnor fibre off: If 11 is finite, then ,U + n -1 is also the codimension of theSk orbit of the k-jet off in J"(n, l), for all sufficiently large k.
In the theory of singularities of maps f: (Y, O)-+(,2p, 0), with p> 1, no single number appears in such a variety of different roles. The finiteness of the de-codimension off is of course a necessary and sufficient criterion for finite d-determinacy [ 121, but the ~&e of this number does not seem to convey any geometrical information, beyond in some way reflecting the overall complexity of the singularity off: One reason for this may be sought in the fact that whereas for functions there is only one kind of stable isolated singularity, namely the Morse point, for maps 3"-Z: P there may be more; the Milnor algebra 0,/(8f/Zz,, . . . , df/?z,) is just the algebra of contact of the map-germj'f: (Z-", O)+J'(C", C) with the manifold of nonsubmersive jets, and in other dimensions there will be more than one algebra of contact to look at. A difficulty that immediately arises here is that the isolated stable singularities may be not mono-but multi-germ singularities, and since we do not know how to fill in the missing diagonal in the multi-jet space, ,J'(G", Cp ), there is not always a natural way of obtaining a corresponding algebra of contact. However, the notion of the number of stable isolated singularities of each kind, in a generic deformation off, is well defined: in a versa1 unfolding F: (2" x Zd, O)+(Sp x Zd, 0), the bifurcation set B G Zd is a proper subvariety and so does not separate Zd; thus, for any two points, u, c in Zd -B, the generic deformationsf, andf, of fmay be joined by a curve of generic deformations, and hence must have the same number of singularities of each kind.
In this paper we consider germs (Z", O)+(:P, 0) with p > n, of corank 1, and in particular the case n = 2, p = 3; here there are two isolated stable singularities, the cross-cap (Whitney umbrella, or pinch point) and the triple point. Under the hypothesis that the rank offat 0 is 1, we show how to count the number of cross-caps C(J) in a generic deformation off(in $2) and the number of triple points r(J) (in 53). It is clear that forfto be finitely determined one must have both C(J) and r(J) finite, but this is not enough, and in $4 we introduce a new integervalued invariant NY-), whose finiteness, together with that of C(J) and r(J), is equivalent to finite &-determinancy (Theorem 4.7) . N(J) measures, in some sense, the non-transverse selfintersection concentrated at the origin.
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The theory is developed here around the corpus of examples in [ 131, and it is found that the invariants C, T and N throw considerable light on the classification of map-germs (Z', O)+(Z', 0). In particular, they provide a complete set of invariants for .d-simple singularities. For these it turns out that codim (.~'~,f) = C(j)-1 + 1/2NCr) + r(j) and so to some extent our invariants perform, together, like a Milnor number.
Each of the three invariants can be viewed as the rank at 0 of a coherent sheaf on the base of any suitably large unfolding offT and so upper semi-continuity under deformation is automatic. This is used to place some upper bounds on adjacencies. We conclude with some remarks on the real case.
Notation
Our notation is standard in singularity theory. We denote by S' the group Diff( G", 0) x Diff(V, 0); this acts on Of., the space of germs (en, O)+(P, 0), by composition on the right and on the left. The vector space of kth-order Taylor polynomials ('*k-jets") of elements of Oz,, is denoted jk(n, p), and S' acts on Jk(n, p) via its quotient _sP( = k-jets of elements of 4, which is a complex algebraic group. Iff: (";", O)+(Q', 0), then j'tf(O) is its k-jet, and _&.jkf(0) the orbit through jkf(0). There is another group, 9 = Gl(p, 0,) acting on O$ two germsf, g are %-equivalent if there exists M ~g such thatf(x) = iM(x).g(x). By taking the semi-direct product of g and 9( = Diff(Z', 0)) one obtains a group X, also acting on Oz.,. These groups also have quotients SYk, Sk, _S? acting on Jk(n,p).
We denote by e(J) the space of germs at 0 off* 7'Zp (forfE Of,,). Thus 0(1 ;J [usually written 0(n)] is the space of germs of vector fields on C" at 0; it is the "tangent space" to Diff(Z", 0) at the identity. The actions of Diff(V, 0) =9 and Diff(EP, 0)=-S? on Oz., induce tangent maps tf: 0(n)--&(j), and c$ fQ)+B(f), defined by rft<)=g.J of(~)=~~f Then T&f (the tangent space at f to the d-orbit through f) is tf (m, . O(n)) + wfm, . e(p)). We also set r.J= tf(e(n)) + of(@)), and define codim(.-sz',f) = dim, m,JCf),Kz'J Similarly, we have
(j).
A d-parameter unfolding of a map-germ &EO~+~ is a germ FEO~+~.~+~ of the form A map-germ f E Oz, p is k-2?-determined (5 = _zf, 9,9,_9' or 55') if, whenever g E Oz., and jkf(0)=jhg(O), g is V-equivalent to x and finitely 3'-determined if it is k--P-determined for some k < a. In this paper we shall refer almost exclusively to finite &-determinacy, and will therefore frequently drop reference to the group ._z'. In [12] , Mather proved thatf is finitely F-determined if and only if codim (5,f, < x. Finite codimension is also a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 5-versa1 unfolding.
For background on Singularity Theory we refer the reader to the survey articles [lS] and [19] .
We have used (above) 0, to refer to the ring of germs at 0 of holomorphic functions in n complex variables; the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on any analytic space X will be denoted by O,r, and its stalk at x by O,y,,r. Thus, 0, = 0 :".O. We denote the maximal ideal in 0, by m,. Ifyis a sheaf of Ox-modules, we shall refer (by abuse of terminology) to the minimal number of generators of yx over O,., as the rank of Y at .Y.
$1. THE THREE FUNDA%lENTAL FA>lILIES
In [13] , three infinite series of singularities appear, whose behaviour on unfolding distinguishes them from others: they are
In each case, k can take on any integer value from 1 up; and thede codimension ofeach is k (so that its M-codimension is k + 2, for plainly the equisingularity stratum in each case is just the origin; see [ 13, $4.5.21) . In [13] we only allowed k 2 2 for B, and H,, to avoid collapsing in the list, but it is worthy of note that S, = B, = H, (as d-equivalence classes; some coordinate changes are necessary before the second equality becomes apparent). However, apart from this the three series are independent of one another; to clarify this, we need
Definition
If X and Y are two classes of singularities, we say that X is adjacent to Y(X-+ Y) if it is possible to embed any representativef:
(Z, O)+(Z', 0) of X in an unfolding F(x, U) = V;(.x),u) (withf, =f) such that the set of points (x, U) such that the germ at x off, is in Class Y, contains (0, 0) in its closure. Note that this relation is reflexive and transitive, but not symmetric. Clearly one can widen the notion of adjacency to cover multi-germ singularities also. Now the independence alluded to above is the fact that the (mono-germ) adjacency diagrams of the Sk, B, and H, are simply It is clear that if X is of finite codimension each of these numbers is finite (and indeed bounded above by the sd,-codim of X, less l), but the invariants C, T and N introduced below, will in some cases make it possible to put upper bounds on some of S(X), B(X) and H(X), even when X is not of finite codimension.
Theorem
For every &-equivalence class X (other than S, or S,) of map-germ (C*, O)-+(C', 0), at least one of S(X), B(X) or H(X) is greater than 1; and if S(X) = B(X) = 1, then X = H, for some k, mutatis mutandis.
The proof will be given in $5. Associated with each infinite series is its stem, the germ determined by that part of the formula for the germs in the series which does not change with k. Clearly, the stem cannot be finitely determined. (The cc notation is taken from Siersma's paper [16] .) Each of these germs fails to be finitely determined for a good geometrical reason. To appreciate this, we recall the Gaffney-Mather criterion for finite &-determinacy:
1.4. Theorem [7] Let f: (c", O)-$?, 0) be a finitely Z-determined holomorphic map-germ. Then it is finitely ._z'-determined if and only if for each representativefoff, there exist neighbourhoods UofOinYand VofOin@',suchthatif,foryEV-{O},f-'(y)nC/nU=(x,, . . . ,x,},then the multi-germ offat {xi, . . . , x,] is &-stable. W Here C, is the set of critical points off: In our case (n<~), C, is all of 2'. Failure of finite determinacy thus occurs if unstable points accumulate at 0 in Cp. The application of 1.3 to the stems of the three fundamental series is simple and direct: S, has a To deduce more from 1.3 about our case, it is useful to make a list of stable germs (including multi-germs) of maps from G' to C3. These are The dimension referred to is that of the equisingularity locus of the image. Then we have 
(O) (= dim J O./f * m,). Thenfor every representativef: U + V off there exist neighbourhoods U and Vof 0 (in source and target respectively), such thatfor ally E V, T m/(x) = m,(O). XEJ -(Y) ,? c In particular, every regular value off in V has m,-(O) pre-images in U.
n . is the ideal m OI~(Zn,Zpi,j~l(Oi of germs vanishing on W). This is the algebra of contact ofjkf with H'. Such algebras were first considered by Gaffney [7] . We have LE,MZIA 2.
If fzg, and W is F-invariant (9=._9, 9 or s'), then Q@'f(O) is induced isomorphic to Qwg(0)
.
and H( j"g( 2",0)) = jkf(^Y", 0)
. But this is to say that the contact of j"f (2, 0) with W at j'f(0) is isomorphic to the contact ofjkg(G", 0) with PVatjkg(0), and the result follows by the usual methods, e.g. as in [9, pp. 170-1733 . n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Wbe any submanifold of J'(Z:", Cp), and letf: (Z", O)-(Cp, 0) be a germ with j"f(O) E W. If F: (2" x 2d, O)+( 5p x Zd, 0) is an unfolding ofJ with F(x, u) = (f"(x),u), and if the mapj':F:(Z" x Zd, O)+(Jk(C", Zp),j'lf(O)) is transverse to W, then, writing Vfor (jtF)-'( W) and 7c for the projection 2" x Zd-+Zd, we hate that the local algebra Qnl.(x, u) of rly at (x, u) is isomorphic to QwfU(x).

Proof
+J(nl,) isjinite [here J(nlv) is the ideal in O,,,,,,, generated by the d x d minors of the Jacobean matrix of TcI y]; moreover, v,(F) is independent of the choice of F (provided j:F + W), and hence defines an invariant, v&f), off: This invariant is upper semi-continuous under deformation: if X and Y are two d-equivalence classes, such that X+ Y, then v&X) 2 vw( Y).
Proof Observe first that 2.3 establishes that (scheme-theoretically)
Since f is finitely &-determined, j"f is transverse to W off 2" -(0).
Also, the assumption on codimension means that (jkf)*(l,,j~/Co,)
is an isolated complete intersection singularity, and from this it follows immediately that zly is Z-finite. Indeed, the transversality of j"f to W off 0, and the assumption on dimension, guarantee that nly is a point at x. The same argument is used in [13] to show that when PV'= 1.' cJ'(C~, Z3) and whenj'AO)E W, then under a generic deformation, the singularity offat 0 splits into dim: Qt,fcross-caps; for the cross-cap is characterized, like the Morse singularity of a function, by being the only non-immersive germ (S',0)+(Z3,0) whose l-jet meets Z.' transversely. Therefore we take, as the first of our invariants (2.5) C(_f)=dim_:Q,lf:
Iff(x, v) = (x, p(x, J), q(x, y)), then one calculates that
We note also C(S,) = co, C(B,) = C(H,) = 2.
It is clear that for any singularities X, Y, if X+ Y then C(X) 2 C(Y), and so it follows in general that C(X) 2 S(X)+ 1, and thus that S(B,) = S(H,) = 1. It is possible to identify those singularities for which C(X) = S(X) + 1: 
(i) ifQrl is of type C It, then S(X) = C(X) -1 and in general (ii) S(X)+ 1 =max (klQEI X is adjacent to Elk} (adjacency of algebras is to be interpreted as adjacency of contact-classes).
We defer the proof until $5.
$3. MULTIPLE POINTS
It is not surprising that the cross-cap number C fails to distinguish the members of the families B, and H, from one another, and even from their stems: the obstruction to finite determinacy in each of their stems is multi-germ instability, and it is to an analysis ofthis that we now turn. For map-germs (-p", O)-$P', 0) (p 2 n) whose differential has corank 1 at 0, there is a particularly simple description of the various multi-point sets, which we now set out to develop. Although Fulton [6] describes a more general construction of multiple-point schemes, we give a self-contained account here since much of the material in [6] is relatively inaccessible to the non-specialist. There is also a difference in emphasis: algebraic geometers are generally concerned with global formulas, whereas our concern is exclusively local. First, let us consider the (source) double-point set, which we situate in 2:" x 2:". Let A, denote the diagonal in C" x !C", and let I," be the sheaf of ideals in Olz-. ;-of germs vanishing on A,. Write points of C" x C" as (x,x'). It is clear that for each i, f;:(x) -fitx') E IAm so there exist q,(x,x'), 1 liln, 1 <j<p, such that cq(x, x')(xj-x;)=J(x)-fi(x').
Iff(x)=f(x') and x#x', then clearly every n x n minor of the matrix a= [zij] must vanish at (x,x'); now denoting by R,(N) the ideal in 0~"~ 2" generated by the n x n minors of c1, we define the double point locus D(j) in en x iM v to be the zero set of the sheaf of ideals It is not difficult to see that when X=X', r is just the Jacobean matrix off, and so D'/" consists of all off-diagonal double points off, and all points (x, X) such thatfis not an immersion at X. This in itself is not enough to show that I&) is well-defined-there is some arbitrariness in the choice of the rij-and so we need: 
and so the rows of fl-7~ lie in the module M, of relations among the xi-x;. That is, there is an n x n matrix H, whose rows lie in Me, such that
It follows that det(/? -H) E R,(r). Now det(p -H)
is a sum of determinants of matrices of the form (pi', . . . , fk, hj', . . . , hj"-'), where the hj' are rows of H. Since every such matrix lies in M" (since M, c_ M), it is enough, by induction, to show that if p E M" and we replace any row (say the last) by an element of M,, then the determinant of the modified matrix ? lies in cfxf)* IAP. Now M, is generated by the trivial relations among the xi-&, i.e. those relations of the form (xi-x:) ej -(xj-xJ) e, where e, is the ith unit vector in a standard basis, and so, by linearity, we may suppose that the last row of 13 is one of these relations. Cramer's rule then shows that det B. (xi-x:) E (xi -xi) (f xfl* IA,, so de$ E cfxf)*lAP. n (iii) Let F unfold fI and consider D(F2) E 2:" x 2" x Cd, Z?(F) E 02" X ,:-X 2' as in part (ii). Then one checks that 0,;" X c"/Z2cf) z 0s" X 2" X ;"/Z#) + md where md is the ideal in 02" X C-X cd generated by the unfolding parameters.
In the case which interests us, all of the forgoing boils down to a rather trivial computation. Let f(x, y) = (x, p(_u, y), 4(.x, y) ). Then the matrix x can be taken to be
and so Z,(f) E 0.c~ X ;* is generated by
For a plane curve r(t)=(~i(t), am), we find that Here subscripts indicate partial derivatives; these are all calculated at x. When j'f$Z' on c" -{0}, this has rank p (for x # 0), for then each of the two (p -n + 1) x n blocks which make up the lower half must have rank p -n + 1. off(x, y) = (x, y2, yr(x, y2)) andf(x, y) =(x, y2, y$x, Y')), and the hypotheses of finite determinacy offandfgives finite-P'-determinacy of r(x, y') and 4x, y2). (In fact the proof in [13] refers to the case n=2, p=3, but it is easy to see how to modify it to deal with the general case.) n Now the germs of type X1*' are precisely those singular germs which contain no residual triple points (this will be made clear later) and so it seems natural that the double-point space OF', with its involution, should classify them. In fact the quotient space Dy'/Z;2 is, topologically, the singular set off(C), the image off, and Gaffney and Hauser have shown [S] that analytic spaces of isolated singularity type are classified by their singular subspaces. For a finitely determined germf, f(Z) determinesfup to M-equivalence, for from, e.g. 1.5, one sees thatfis an analytic normalization of its image (see, e.g. [lo, chap. 61, for a discussion of analytic normalization), and so in consequence the singular subspace off(G") classifiesfup to &-equivalence. However, the example of H, shows that in general the analytic type of the singular subspace off(C") is not determined by the analytic quotient Dy)/Z;,.
Let us now turn to a consideration of triple points. In a finitely-determined map-germ fi (Z2,0)+(Z3,0) there are no genuine triple points, but there may be residual triple points which appear on unfolding.
It is these that we shall detect algebraically. Our method for dealing with double points of germs fi (C", O+(?,O), extends, in the case of germs of corank I, to cover triple points, and, indeed, k-tuple points for any finite k. (x,y) , . . . ,f,(x,y)) (here x~C"-i, y~jC), and let us agree to situate our k-tuple point sets not in (sC")~, but in !C"-i x 2" (for we can make use of the fact that the first n-1 coordinates of k points having the same image, must be equal). We shall write points of Z:"-' x Ck as (x, yi, . . , yk). The obvious generalization of the preceding approach is to define r,(j), in OZ--lXZa, to be the ideal generated by the 2@ -n + 1) functions
Letf(x,y)=(x,_L
Yl -Y2
Yl -Y3
for l=n, , p.
If we call these generators hj"(x, Yi, yz) and hi3'(x, y,, y,, y3), then ZJJ) will be the ideal generated by The set of equivariant map-germs is then a finite module over this ring; to write down a list of generators we need coordinates on the target, so let these be Xi, Then the module N of equivariant map-germs is generated over the ring of invariant functions by the map-germs e,, . . . , e,_,, EY', . . . , E"' p n+lrj= 1 ,. . Note that this expresses N as a direct sum. In particular, there exist invariant functions gi" such that Now suppose thatfi(x, yi) = . . . =fi(x, yk), and that yi # yj for i #j. Then Cramer's rule forces 91" =fi (at this point), and g12' = . . . = g{') = 0. Thus, at all off-diagonal k-tuple points off, we must have gj"=O, for i=2, . . . , k and for l=n, . . , p. In fact: 
. , k is equal to I,(J). w
The proof is purely combinatorial, and we omit it; but note that we can apply Cramer's rule to find gji': In fact g{') is the same as the hik' defined inductively on pp. 371-372. One can go on to prove results such as 3.3 about the varieties defined by the r,(J), but in order not to digress too much from our central theme, we return now to a closer examination of the residual triple p0int.s in map germs (C2,0)+(C3,0). In particular we have to permutation), (x, y,, y,, y2), or (x, y,, y,, yi) . In the first case, since Z3(J) contains Z&J), we must have (x, y2) E C 'cf) (= set of non-immersive points off), while in the second case (x, yi)~ C'*'(f). By "Z,(J) contains Z,(f)", we mean that if we regard Z,(J) as an ideal in 0, X :l= 0(x, y,, y2), then Z3cf) a Z,(j) 0, X ~1. This is perhaps more easily seen from the first (inelegant) definition of Z3cf). Now, if Tcf)=co, then the Nullstellensatz implies that lot (Z3cf)) is (at least) one-dimensional. If Ccf) is finite, so thatf has an isolated non-immersive point, then the preceding considerations show that f must have (at least) a line of genuine triple points in its image. This is the case with H, and with Q,. However, if C(f)= co, there may be no genuine triple points-as for example in f(x, y) = (x, y3, y*), which is actually 1 -1.
Before turning to the definition of our last invariant, N, we correct two omissions in the adjacency diagrams of [13] : PROPOSITION 3.10. (i) Zff(x, y)=(x, xy+y3,xy2 +Y~~-') (k2 2) (this is the germ Qk of [13] ) then H(J)=l+Tcf)=k-1.
(ii) Zf f(x, y) = (x, xy + y6 + by', xy2 + y4 + cy6) (this is the b&nodular stratum R, of [ 131)
then T(_f)=4; and Hcf)= 3 for generic values of the moduli.
Proof (i) One calculates T(Qk)= k-2, so by transitivity H(Qk)<k-1. But the deformation f;(x, y) = (x, xy + ya, xy2 + y3k-5 + ty3) has 3-jet equivalent to (x,xy,y3), and so must be equivalent to H, for some I[13, 4.2.1:2]. However, T(J) = k -2 for all t("J is a T-constant deformation"), and so by 3.9 f, is equivalent t0 H,_,.
(ii) The calculation of T(J) is straightforward. It is clear, for reasons of codimension alone, that for generic values of the moduli, H(f) 5 3; that equality holds, is shown by considering a suitable deformation, as in part (i).
n $4. NON-TUNSVERSE SELF INTERSECTION
With the introduction of the triple point number T, we have a classifier for the H,. It remains to do the same for the B,, and here we encounter the problem that the obstruction to finite determinacy which we see in the stem B, does not break up under perturbation, as did those of S, and H,, into isolated stable singularities, which we can count.
However, by turning our attention to the stem, we can obtain the necessary invariants. As before, the approach is to try to measure to what extent the finitely determined members of the family (Bk) partake of the instability whose infinite presence in the stem leads to its infinite codimension.
Suppose that jY (~",O)+(Y',O) has corank 1 at 0 (nip) and that F: (7' x Zd,O)-+ (2 x Zd, 0) is an unfolding withj'F 4 2:' (so that D(f2) is smooth). Then one checks easily that the projection rc: DF'+Zd IS singular (non-submersive) at a point (x,x', u), where x fx', precisely when the two map-germsf, at x and at x' are not transverse to one another, and that z is non-submersive at (x,x, U) whenj'f, fails to be transverse to Z' at x. Thus we consider the sheaf of rings Onp,/J(n). where J(rc) is the Jacobean ideal of n, the ideal, that is, generated by d x d minors of the Jacobean matrix of 7r. Note that the inclusion i: .Eb+D$" along the diagonal induces i*: Oo;?~,~_~._~,u~~O~~,~x,u~; because rt is invariant with respect to the Zi, action on D(F2) of which i(Ck) is the fixed point set, i* actually passes to the quotient, and gives an epimorphism (here il= 7c 0 i).
It is convenient to sheafify this, so as to take into account points of Ok') not on the diagonal; so we push forward Oz;/J(;i) by i, to get a sheaf i,(Oz;/J(ir)) on Dj,2). Now we define a coherent sheaf _K,, on Dp' by the exact sequence .YF
Observe that since supp (i,(O&J(ii)) E Ck= DF)n [A, x Cd]
, at all points (.x,x', u) with x fx' the stalk of Jlr, is equal to that of On,l/J(lc). (tensor products over Oa;z,). The last two terms are in fact isomorphic to O&J(nG) and i, (Oz;,'J(jlG)) respectively; the first isomorphism is obvious, and to obtain the second, note Table 1 of [13] . [This includes all d-simple singularities (I?, 0)+(.S3, 0) and all singularities of .ti-codimension I 6.1
We omit the germ Y, which figures in Table 1 x 2",0) is an unfolding and j'F 1;1 X1, and if N(f)< Z, then TI: DF'+>d, is finite on supp (X), and hence we can push J r.forward to obtain a coherent sheaf rtJon 2'. Since N(J) is just the rank (= minimal number of generators) of the stalk of this sheaf at 0, coherence of n,Ximplies that for u E Zd near 0, the rank of (rc,Jyu is less than or equal to TV. Now, the stalk (X*X), is a direct sum, and we distinguish two kinds of summands:
(a) Stalks J~'&..~) where X=.X'. These correspond to non-immersive points off,, and in fact the contribution of_i^(x,x.,u, to rank (rt.&'), is precisely the value of the ,fir invariant for the germ off, at s.
(b) Stalks J&. ui where x#x'. Note that these come in isomorphic pairs [because of the involution (X,X', 11)+(x', x, u) on D&l', with respect to which x is invariant].
In essence this is the reason why IV(B, + 1) -N(B,) = 2: B, + 1 "contains" an extra point of non-transverse self-intersection.
To make this a little more precise, we evaluate JP&..~,, where xfx', under the supposition that the germs off, at X, and at x', are both immersions.
In that case we can choose coordinates J in (Y,f,(.x)), z in (2". X) and Z' in (Gn, x'), with respect to which the germ off, at x is just the standard immersion z+(z, o), and the germ off, at Z' has the form z'-+(z', h(L)). Up to .&-equivalence, the bi-germ off, at (x, x') is classified by the Xclass of the germ h: (7, x)+(Z'-", 0) (this amounts to little more than the definition of .X--see e.g. [9, pp. 17&171]), and indeed one has e(f,)/T.zfe f, 2 fl(h)/TXe h (heref, means the bi-germ off, at {x, x')). This is discussed in detail, in the case n = 2, p = 3, in [13, Section 71. We now claim that when p= n + l,~~.x',u)/lc*md'~~. *,,.) is also isomorphic to O(h)/TZeh, and thus to e(f,)/Td,f,.
To see this, recall first that.J';,,..,., = (Oo~~/J(~))~X,X.,u~ (since supp iJOE ,/J(5)) E A,$ Recall also that Iz(F)fx,x~,uJ = ((F x F)* IA~)~x,x.,u~. We may make changes of coordinates in (Z:", I x), (T, x') and (Zp,f(x, u)), parameterized by 11, which bring the bi-germ off, at (x, x'} to the normal form Here h,(z) = h(z, 0); and J,h is the ideal in Oc X Ea.,.Y.,u) generated by the (p -n) x (p -n) minors of the derivative of h with respect to the 2' variables. When p = n + 1, the denominator in the last expression is just T;%T h, and this proves the claim.
We single out two consequences of the preceding discussion: We conclude this section with defined by zg = (dp/dy, aq/dy), (i,(j'+ 'g(O) ) =j'(gg) (0). Note that & is an affine epimorphism. Note also that the local algebra of rig is precisely Q,,g(O). So from 2.2, we have
for any germ g having corank 1 at 0, and so the stratification of Z'+ 1 A Z1 by&'+' orbits is a refinement of the stratification 9 obtained by using (7, to pull back _%?I orbits in J' (2, 2) . Note that as each .? orbit in J'(2.2) is connected, and as & is an affine epimorphism, each stratum of .P'is connected, and has the same codimension in 2" ' A El as the codimension in J' (2.2) of the corresponding 5P orbit. Now an easy calculation shows that if f(x. y) =(r.y',y3 + xkf 'y) (yk), then codim (.x,$)=x As codim(.M,f) = k + 2, and as the codimension of CL (which contains _&j'J(O)) in 5'(2,3) is 2. it follows that the codimension ofi/ti'f(O)n Z' n Z' in Z' n E.' is also k, and so u"j'f(0) is (Zariski-) open in the stratum ofywhich contains it, (for 12 k+2). As all y-strata are connected, .d'j'f(O) is also dense in its y-stratum. Now suppose that C(g)= k, and that QI,g is an algebra of type 1.'. Then dg is %-equivalent to (x, y)+(y, xk), and so _&j'g(O) n Z' n C' lies in the same y-stratum as dj'f(O)
[wheref(x, y)=(x, y2,y3 +xky), Sk_ ,I. As this latter orbit is dense in the stratum, we have g-6,_ i. Thus, S(g)= C(g)-1.
In fact, as adjacencies among the strata of _!7 are the same as adjacencies among the corresponding x1-1 orbits in J'-'(2,2), and as .&+'j"'f(O) n Z'+' n C' is dense in its _!% stratum forf=S,, k<l-1, it follows that if g is any germ of corank 1 for which Qr,g+l'lk, then g+Sk_ i. However, if Qx,g is of type C2, then max {k: Qz,g-+C1k} <dim Qr,g= C(g), and hence S(g) < C(g) -1. n
Proof of 1.3.
Let g(x, y) = (x, p(x, y), g(x, y)) represent X. Suppose first that S(X) = 1; by the argument in the preceding proof, Q,,(X) must be of type Cl*' (any E2 algebra is adjacent to Ei.i). Thus, at least one of p and g must have non-zero 2-jet; and dim O,/(dp/?y, dq/dy) = 2. It follows from the classification of 3-jets in [13] that there are three possibilities: j3g is equivalent to (x, y2, x2y +y3), to (x, y2, x'y), or to (x, xy, y3). In the first case, X = s,; in the second, X = Bk for some k 2 2, and in the third, X = H, for some k 2 2. Thus, under the hypotheses S(X) = 1, XZS,, B(X)= l=>X=Hk H(X) = 1-X = B,. Now suppose instead that H(X) = 1. The .ti" orbit ofj'(H,) is open and dense in its contact class, for any 12 3 (this follows from the respective codimensions), and therefore in the closure of that contact class, which contains all contact classes except those of the immersion and of (x, y2, 0). Hence, X is x-equivalent to (x, y2, 0), and we can choose coordinates in which g(x, Y) = (x7 Y2, YP(X> Y2)).
If the 3-jet of the last component is 0, then [13, 4.1:19] , for t #O, the deformation g,(x, y)=(x, y2, yp(x, y2)+ tx2y) is equivalent to B, for some k2 2; if the 3-jet of the last component is not zero, then [ 13,4. 1: 193 j3g(0) is equivalent to (x, y2, y3 + x2y), to (x, y', Jo) or to (x, y2, x'y). In the first case X = S,, in the second X = Sk for some k 2 2, and in the third X=& for some k22. Simply apply (2), taking, as g, the map-germ it of (1). For proofs of (1) and (2), see, respectively, [ 14, Theorem 0.43 and [4, Theorem 3.81. n
